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ABSTRACT

This study aims to gain a deeper understanding on how self-determination theory is
implemented in higher education. This review adheres to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) recommendations. The
systematic review begins with an analysis of the identification procedure. Next, the
best papers published between 2012 and 2022 were selected to explain how to
compare significant aspects and efficient methods. The significance of self-determi-
nation theory to the evolution of the teaching profession determined the selection
of these papers. The results are divided into three categories, with the following
themes emphasizing the examined literature the most. Researchers use their find-
ings to maximize the implementation of SDT in the classroom. The second section
consists of data collection. Questionnaires, interviews, pre-and post-tests, and online
discussion forums were used for data collection. Finally, the researcher has created
a list of several published issues for analysis based on the most recent study themes.
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1. Introduction
We live in an age where access to knowledge, skills, and competencies is highly accessible. Due

to the complexity of the modern workforce, workers must be able to quickly adapt to changes and
consistently acquire new skills (Blaschke, 2014). Canning (2010) argues that the ability to manage
their learning is essential for lifelong learners in the workforce.

Educational systems shift their instructional emphasis from delivering material to fostering
learning capabilities. Ananiadou and Claro (2009) say that these skills include the ability to think
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creatively, critically, and solve problems. These are skills that students can use in a flexible and adapt-
able way in different situations and contexts to learn on their own and with others.

The theory of self-determination (SDT) investigates human motivational activities. It proposes
that satisfying fundamental psychological needs (i.e., autonomy, competence, and relatedness) un-
derlies the motivational mechanism that affects the activities and behaviors of humans. Being the
perceived origin or source of one’s behavior is the definition of autonomy. It refers to an educator
providing students with options within the classroom. Competence refers to “feeling effective in
one’s continuing interactions with the social environment and experiencing opportunities to exercise
and express one’s capacities,” which relates to students’ perceptions that they can achieve academic
success (i.e., Chinese essay writing). Relatedness refers to “feeling related to others,” which is the
sensation of connection derived from interactions with peers, teachers, or learning resources. Lastly,
the relatedness of psychological requirements often refers to group experience and learning together,
both of which are important for the VR-assisted Chinese writing course to work well.

Extensive research demonstrates that intrinsic drive negatively correlates with academic success
(Taylor et al., 2014). For instance, Van Blankenstein et al. (2019) demonstrated that students taught
under conditions that stimulated intrinsic motivation attained better test scores than those taught
under conditions that stimulated extrinsic motivation (performing an activity to attain specific goals,
(see also Ryan & Deci, 2020).

Motivation is a person’s power (energy) that can lead to a willingness to engage in an activity
(Fartisia & Laily, 2022). According to Astin (2014), student motivation relates to a student’s willing-
ness to participate in the learning process and focuses on the reasons for a student’s engagement in
academic activities. Moreover, according to Ryan and Deci (2020), motivation is the desire to better
oneself through engaging in significant or valuable behaviors for one’s development. This remark
implies that motivation is the desire to better oneself by engaging in conduct that is deemed vital or
meaningful to one’s growth by the individual. Sulz et al. (2016) demonstrate that the teacher’s
motivation is a determining factor in students’ assessments of the value and significance of writing.

In the opinion of La Guardia and Patrick (2008), motivation tends toward direction and
selectiveness of conduct in response to consequences. Its propensity to keep life objectives realized.
Razak et al. (2018) also say that motivation is an inducer or inducers that condition people and then
guide them to reach a goal.

Based on the above definition, it is vital to have motivation as an urge or impetus for someone
to accomplish something to reach a goal. According to Dornyei and Otto (1998), the motivational
learning process is one of the most critical dynamic features. Children must possess two motivational
qualities: inner motivation and extrinsic motivation. As claimed by Locke and Schattke (2019), in-
trinsic motivation is the internal drive that compels students or athletes to engage in an activity. The
definition of extrinsic motivation is external encouragement that inspires kids to write. According to
Filgona et al. (2020), the importance of motivation in the learning process is due to three factors: (1)
Motivation is an internal force that generates action in people. (2). Motivation can assure the con-
tinuation of activities. (3) Motivation plays a role in guiding the activities done to achieve goals that
have already been set.

According to the SDT, individuals have a natural incentive to internalize and integrate their
values or regulate activities that are not of their interest but vital to the social world. The process of
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internalization involves the absorption of values or rules. In the meantime, the integration process
involves translating externally imposed ideals or regulations into internal regulations. The internal-
ization and integration processes are proactive processes in the social setting. In order to encourage
the internalization and incorporation of extrinsically motivated behaviors, social connectivity is cru-
cial. One of the reasons why people engage in undesirable extrinsic motivating behaviors is that they
are supported, exemplified, or praised by other relevant individuals. Other relevant individuals may
include family members, instructors, peers, and community members. This demonstrates that social
connection is vital to the internalization process. This study reveals that the connectivity between
teacher and student is essential to creating fun learning so that students can be motivated to be active
in teaching practice, especially in higher education.

In addition, exclusion and inclusion criteria were utilized to select five papers from the 87
published between 2012 and 2022. First, recent evidence indicates that SDT is the most common
motive. Second, emphasis is placed on teaching approaches and online learning. Third, higher educa-
tion levels significantly dominated the study’s writing skills. Fourth, this research surpasses previous
evaluations since it evaluates SDT in situations familiar to individuals. This study examined the
educational approaches used in the reviewed studies; data collection; familiar language acquisition
contexts; affordances; and current research problems.

Based on the illustration above, the purpose of this review was to systematically review studies
that assessed the association between self-determined motivation in teaching practices and higher
education levels. The following research issues are intended to be addressed by this review study:

1. What were the social-psychological aspects employed in the papers reviewed?

2. What were the instruments of the research in the papers reviewed?

3. What were the research concerns investigated?

2. Method
Both an automated and a manual search were undertaken to ensure the credibility of the docu-

ments. This study employed Prisma, which stands for Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Re-
views and Meta-Analyses, to guide its web search for material. Moher et al. (2015) proposed that
PRISMA is a series of evidence-based items designed to assist authors in preparing and reporting
different systematic reviews and meta-analyses. As seen in Figure 1, this systematic review.,

Figure 1. Pyramid of PRISMA
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It follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 
method, which consists of four processes: identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion. Researchers 
have frequently employed PRISMA because of its comprehensiveness and flexibility in other investi-
gations.

According to the PRISMA principles, it begins at the procedure’s initiation. The best papers 
published between 2012 and 2022 were selected to explain how to compare significant aspects and 
efficient methods. These papers were selected based on the interest of the education community in 
self-determination theory. This section describes our initial selection criteria for papers based on the 
self-determination theory utilized in education to assist students in understanding themselves as learners. 
Once all articles have been identified, the operation begins by excluding items from multiple data-
bases. After the initial review, 87 articles remained; 52 duplicates were eliminated. The titles, ab-
stracts, and keywords of these 52 books were analyzed to determine their usefulness to the theory of 
self-motivation in education. Twenty papers that did not meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
the stated purpose of this study were evaluated during this approach. Using inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, this publication might include five articles. Therefore, five articles are remaining, along with 
the criteria used to select papers that demonstrate the effectiveness of applying self-determination 
theory in higher education more convincingly.

2.1 Instrument of data collection

After a quick examination, it became evident that classifying the papers would be beneficial. 
They cover a broad spectrum of self-determination theory in education-related topics and employ a 
variety of methodological approaches. The papers were subsequently coded using a classification 
form to extract data from the selected research. The researchers created this form following the scope 
of the investigation. Two specialists with experience in SDT or undertaking literary studies assessed 
the draft form first, followed by a language specialist. It was also updated during the processing of 
the data.

2.2 Data analysis

The articles were stored in Publish and Perish, a reference application. These articles were cho-
sen by “publish or perish”. Publish or Perish investigates academic citations. It gets unprocessed cita-
tions from multiple data sources, analyzes them, and gives citation metrics like the number of publi-
cations, total citations, and h-index.

This study employs quantitative research methods, including content analysis, and text analy-
sis, to characterize the observed trends in SDT investigations. Papers are classified using tables, and 
descriptive statistical approaches are employed to illustrate the results. A comprehensive literature 
review examined the rising dangers of MALL, including teacher preparation, cheating, and learning 
disruption. This review also includes information from non-empirical studies that supports the edu-
cational claim of earlier studies and is used to build the social psychology implication.
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3. Results and discussion

The results have been presented and categorized into three key groups: (1) social-psychological 
Aspects, (2) research instruments, and (3) research concerns. An illustration accompanied each discov-
ery to help the reader comprehend the facts.

3.1. Social psychological aspect

This section explores the social psychology-related aspects of the studies evaluated. Five articles 
found through publish and perish indexed in Scopus indicate that the use of SDT and teaching is 
indeed very influential, as seen from research conducted by Marsik (2021), stating that in order to 
increase students’ motivation in learning, it is essential to give them autonomy, where students are 
given the authority to choose what courses they like in order to maximize their participation in the 
course as well as their involvement in the course, which is part of t. According to Brooks and Young 
(2011), fostering a sense of autonomy and personal agency during the learning process is associated 
with increased motivation to participate in academic activities and student satisfaction. Even though 
there are strong theoretical and empirical links between autonomy and motivation, the authors point 
out that college students don’t have many options or chances to act in this way.

In addition, the results of Chen et al.’s (2021) study on the application of SDT theory to the 
teaching of writing in universities reveal that student self-concept is essential for obtaining student 
learning satisfaction. Satisfaction is highly correlated with psychological health, and when students’ 
basic psychological needs are met, they can internalize the motivation to learn. According to a second 
conclusion, teachers prioritize student contentment and psychological growth over achievement. Self-
concept in writing is a high-level variable influencing pupils’ identification as writers (Ehm et al., 
2014). According to Ryan and Deci (2020), education aims to create writers, not develop writing 
ability.

Another study by Chao et al. (2021) examines SDT for teachers and students, in which stu-
dents develop their vision and writing style. This is similar to SDT in that the teacher enables students 
to choose what and how to write autonomously. In addition, teachers are given considerable au-
tonomy over how to implement their lesson plans in the classroom to suit various student learning 
styles. Linkage is one of them in collaborative learning. VR facilitates increased engagement between 
teachers and students in Chinese-learning courses. They present their expertise from their point of 
view and in their writing style.

According to Hamari and Koivisto (2015), acknowledgement is a sort of acceptance that might 
increase motivation. Meanwhile, Mahmud et al. (2020) state that this study identified recognition by 
professors and peers, which appears to be one of the most influential variables that motivate students. 
Additional evidence demonstrates the importance of instructor presence in the learning process. Be-
cause it may partially satisfy students’ desire for quick feedback, the teacher’s presence may encourage 
a positive learning process. This is also compatible with SDT, which states that feedback leading to 
feelings of competence can enhance intrinsic motivation, resulting in more engagement throughout 
learning. When it comes to learning, students who participate in group activities and share experi-
ences and goals have stronger bonds, resulting in increased engagement, happiness, and drive. This 
study discovered that the end effect of social connectedness was a sense of group membership. When
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members of a group feel included, their need for belonging is met. Also, students in the treatment 
group said that everyone’s participation in the competition made them want to be more active, which 
made them feel more like a group.

On the other hand, Van Blankenstein et al. (2019) state in their research that collaboration is 
very effective in increasing relatedness in SDT theory, but collaboration itself makes the student’s 
autonomy appear low, where the ability to decide control over something we want is low because 
they are in groups with multiple people who have their own autonomy, mainly if this number is 
significant. I need  personal control and find it challenging to delegate duties. In addition to the 
large group size, which hinders collaboration, beneficial social interdependence is hindered by the 
following: (relying on others to succeed). However, the social aspect of writing together and provid-
ing one another with assistance is crucial. If a collaborative writing method is used, the amount of 
work will be lessened by dividing tasks in a fair and gradual way. 

3.2. The analysis of the research instruments

According to the findings, the researcher collected data via questionnaires (n = 2), tests (n = 
1), interviews (n = 3), and group discussion forums (1). Using the UTAUT acceptance model, re-
searchers collected data on the usage of SDT in teaching and its impact on learning. Using a pre-and 
post-survey in his research, Marsik, 2021, argues that students can define their own goals by consid-
ering their personalities.

Values, strengths, and interests, identifying the steps required to reach those goals, and taking 
the initiative to go forward in pursuit of goals that will shape their future. Other researchers, includ-
ing Chen et al. (2021); Chao et al. (2021); Mahmud et al. (2020), have produced discoveries in 
teaching writing by employing instruments such as surveys and interviews. According to the findings, 
to make SDT theory effective in teaching, particularly in writing, it is necessary to comprehend the 
roles of both teachers and students, who must be able to use SDT in both teaching and learning. 
Teachers who give students input on how to apply their lesson plans in the classroom to meet the 
diverse needs of their students’ learning should receive training on addressing the variety of student 
learning. These teachers recognize pupils and allow students to choose the topics of their writing 
assignments. This has enhanced students’ motivation to write in the classroom.

Moreover, the pre-post test and focus group interview conducted by Van Blankenstein et al.
(2019) indicated in their study that SDT in collaborative learning has two sides, namely positive and 
negative, and that the positive side is relatedness because working together fosters a strong sense of 
attachment. The positive is its robustness, while the negative is its lack of autonomy as it is conducted 
in groups where a conversation is still prioritized. 

3.3. Research concerns

Several issues were discovered in the examined articles. Several motivating issues in learning are 
identified, particularly in online education. Despite its significant limitations, the University of 
Michigan’s Center for Research on Learning and Teaching’s Foundational Course Initiative seeks to 
identify the most effective means of maximizing coursework by providing students with options to
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support their technical exploration and self-understanding. People working on the course may find
this study’s helpful content (Marsik, 2021). The researchers found three articles associated with the
relatedness theory in SDT. The researchers are interested in examining the motivation of teachers and
students in writing within the context of SDT, how students understand the notion of SDT, and how
SDT functions in collaborative learning between teachers and students (Chen et al., 2021; Chao et
al., 2021; Mahmud et al., 2020). Furthermore, Van Blankenstein et al. (2019) studied the impact of
teacher presence in online gamification on sustainable learning and self-determination and identified
the driving elements and hurdles that sustain students’ involvement in online gamified activities.

The findings fall into three categories, with the following three most frequently featured in the
study. Researchers study the application of SDT in teaching that can inspire students to participate in
class through autonomy. Students choose what they want to learn or what they prefer to learn, and
competence, in which students recognize that competition in learning would motivate them more.
This indicates that relevance to SDT theory is attained when there is substantial student participation.

The second section covers research instruments. All the information was gathered via surveys,
interviews, examinations, and online discussion boards. Based on the most recent research topics, the
researcher has compiled a list of many published issues for examination. The majority of research
focuses on the effectiveness of SDT in boosting student motivation, both from teachers and students.

The researcher has compiled a list of articles for review based on the most recent study topic.
Most research demonstrates that SDT can increase student engagement in learning. However, SDT
theory will function optimally when applied to independent assignments because (Van Blankenstein
et al., 2019) assert that students’ autonomy is limited while they are in a collaborative setting, but
relatedness is strong. The following recommendations are made for future researchers based on these
findings. Due to the dearth of published research, this study faces some obstacles. Therefore, it is
advised that this essential information be obtained. Second, this study’s researchers discovered that
most studies used survey research methods and questionnaires, suggesting that various kinds of data
could be obtained in the future.

The following are teaching and research recommendations based on these findings. First, some
research failed to identify SDTs employed in the classroom. Consequently, it is advocated that this
vital information be made public. Second, the researchers found that most studies used survey and
experimental research methods. This shows that there are many kinds of data that can be collected.

4. Conclusion
SDT in learning is an essential component that teachers must acquire, along with the applica-

tion of SDT theory to students to attain learning objectives. Teachers who master SDT will undoubt-
edly be able to master learning in the classroom by providing students with options to support their
technical exploration and self-understanding, namely, autonomy, the ability to provide feedback or
recognition to students, and the ability to generate student competence, which is one of the compe-
tencies in SDT theory, and the ability to maximize the collaboration space in learning, how SDT can
generate student motivation to the greatest extent.
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The researcher used Prisma, which stands for Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses, to locate persistent content on the Internet. A manual and automatic document
search was conducted to aid their creation. The top articles published between 2002 and 2022 were
chosen to highlight how the essential elements and tools can be compared. 87 Published Works Visit
SDT. Twenty-five publications are irrelevant to this study’s purpose. Using the categorization form,
data for the desired research were collected.
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